While criminal law is an essential part of the legal environment used to maintain Hong Kong's status as an international financial centre (IFC), its role is limited. Criminal law and processes are reserved for serious cases that involve the protection of property rights, economic interests, or the integrity of the financial system. Deterrent and remedial civil processes are increasingly being used as a more effective way to enforce law designed to maintain Hong Kong's IFC status.
I. Introduction
The Hong Kong government is constitutionally required to "provide an appropriate economic and legal environment for the maintenance of the status of Hong Kong as an international financial centre". 1 The criminal law is an essential part of that legal environment. But what precise role does it play in maintaining an international financial centre (IFC). Too much criminal law can restrict freedom of contract, breed inefficiencies, and become a tool for the powerful to oppress the weak. Too little criminal law would allow the dishonest to wreck havoc on the marketplace and take advantage of investors and others. There needs to be a proper balance of criminal and non-criminal laws to enforce and regulate financial systems without unduly impairing economic growth and competition.
This chapter discusses the role of criminal law in maintaining Hong Kong's status as an IFC. The underlying criminal law framework can be organised into two broad categories: (i)
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The Theft Ordinance revised "the law as to theft and similar or associated offences" by abolishing common law crimes and consolidating relevant offences under a single statute. 4 Two offences explicitly protect "property belonging to another". The classic offence of "theft" is defined as the dishonest appropriation of property belonging to another with the intention to permanently deprive the other of it. 5 Appropriation has a broad meaning. It includes an "assumption by a person of the rights of an owner" and also the situation where a person comes "by the property (innocently or not) without stealing it" and later assumes a right to it "by keeping or dealing with it as owner". 6 Following English case law, there is an appropriation even if property is taken with the consent of the owner; what matters is whether the appropriation was dishonest. 7 Property, also defined broadly, includes "money and all other property, real and personal, including things in action and other intangible property". 8 The other offence that protects property belonging to another is "obtaining property by deception", one of several offences designed to deal with frauds. It is committed when a person "by any deception (whether or not such deception was the sole or main inducement) dishonestly obtains property belonging to another, with the intention of permanently depriving the other of it".
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Other offences in the Theft Ordinance protect broader proprietary or economic interests.
The statutory offence of "fraud" involves intentional deceit inducing a person to act (or omit to act) that results in benefit to another person or "prejudice or a substantial risk of prejudice" to a person other than the offender. 10 Prejudice is defined as "any financial or proprietary loss, whether temporary or permanent". 11 There are other offences that prohibit the use of deception to obtain "pecuniary advantages", obtain "services", evade liability, or procure an entry in certain records. 12 Two offence sections are directed towards protecting the economic interests of investors and creditors. They are the offences of false accounting and publishing false statements by company directors. 13 While there are many cases of false accounting, one of the more famous cases involved the prosecution of the chairman and financial controller of There are many criminal offences aimed at safeguarding the integrity of the financial system. These offences aim at maintaining the high repute of the system and ensuring public confidence in financial and legal institutions. While these offences are indirectly concerned with economic and proprietary interests, they are more directly concerned with preventing and punishing conduct that threatens to taint and impair the proper operation of financial systems and regulatory regimes. This chapter discusses three types of offences concerned respectively with the integrity of financial markets, the integrity of financial transactions, and the integrity of individuals in business and government.
Insider Dealing and Other Market Misconduct
The Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO), enacted in 2002, was the product of a major law reform exercise that consolidated 10 different ordinances and introduced new changes. 45 When the law was proposed, its stated aim was "to enshrine a user-friendly regulatory regime for the development of a fair, orderly and transparent market that is competitive internationally as well as attractive to investors, issuers and intermediaries." 46 It was said to be a "modern legal framework" that "(a) promotes market confidence; (b) secures appropriate exceptional for the DOJ to delegate its prosecution authority in this way but it was done as an acknowledgement of the regulatory agency's expertise and commitment to enforcement. As explained below, the delegation has not been without difficulties.
Insider dealing has a technical definition under the SFO but is generally committed when a person connected with a listed corporation, knowing inside information about that corporation, deals in that corporation's listed securities or derivatives (or that of a related corporation). 53 Counseling or procuring another person to deal in the corporation's listed securities or derivatives would also be insider dealing. 54 Inside information is "specific information" about the corporation that is not generally known but would, if generally known to persons likely to deal in the security, materially affect the price of the security. 55 Hong
Kong courts take the offence of insider dealing quite seriously. In identifying the harm of insider dealing, the CFA referred to the threat it posed to the integrity of financial markets:
Insider dealing is an "insidious mischief" which threatens the integrity of financial markets and public and investor confidence in the markets. 
Anti-money Laundering and Anti-terrorist Financing Regime
It is well known how money laundering activities can pose risks to financial institutions and markets and attract criticisms from the Financial Action Task Force. Hong Kong takes these risks seriously and has had anti-money laundering laws, in respect of drug trafficking proceeds, as early ago as 1989. 64 In 1994, a new law was enacted to address the proceeds of all indictable offences, 65 and in 1995, both laws were modernized to their current form.
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The post-September 11 th terrorist financing legislation was enacted in 2002. 67 In 2011, a new regulatory system was enacted to deal more broadly with money laundering and terrorist financing risks to financial institutions.
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There are two general money laundering offences. The less serious one requires everyone who suspects certain property to be the proceeds or instruments of an indictable offence to report their suspicion to the police. 69 The more serious money laundering offence involves dealing with property, while knowing or having reasonable grounds to believe the property is the proceeds of an indictable offence. 70 Making a report to the police of suspected property (or intending to make such a report) can be a defense to the more serious charge under certain circumstances.
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Courts have noted the risk posed by money laundering to the integrity of financial systems. In a leading sentencing decision on this offence, the Court of Appeal made reference to Hong Kong's IFC status in questioning whether the maximum sentence of 14 years imprisonment was sufficient for the offence of money laundering:
Given the number of cases that have come before the courts, given the huge sums involved in quite a few of them, given that laundering the proceeds of offencesoften very serious offences indeed -is designed by its very nature to enable criminals to avoid detection, and given the signal importance of preserving Hong Kong's reputation as an international financial centre of integrity, and given the further vital importance of international cooperation in the fight against money laundering, and therefore against crime which is thereby encouraged, the question whether the maximum sentence available to the courts of this jurisdiction is one that is adequate is a matter upon which we have not deliberated but it may merit some debate and consideration by policymakers. comprehensive set of offences to address both public and private bribery. The offence commonly used in private bribery cases is known as "corrupt transactions with agents". 74 It requires proof that an agent solicited or accepted an "advantage" as an inducement to or reward for "or otherwise on account of his" doing or having done any act in relation to his principal's affairs or business. 75 It is also a crime for anyone to offer an advantage to an agent in a similar way. 76 The principal's permission, lawful authority and reasonable excuse are available defenses. 77 Advantage is defined broadly to include any gift, loan, fee, reward, commission, office, contract, payment, service, favour, exercise of any right and more, but excludes "entertainment", which is defined as "the provision of food or drink, for consumption on the occasion when it is provided, and of any other entertainment connected with, or provided at the same time as, such provisions". 78 
III. Role of the Criminal Sanction
The traditional role of the criminal sanction is to censure and punish blameworthy conduct that harms or threatens harm to a particular community. 79 The punishment can serve different purposes, depending on the circumstances of the case. Those purposes include protecting the public, denouncing the offence, deterring others, and compensating victims. 13 misconduct") and remediation ("Ensure that the consequences of wrongdoing are remedied by wrongdoers and their accomplices"). 82 In practice, criminal prosecution serves mainly the punishment aim and to a limited extent the deterrence aim.
There are a number of reasons for why the criminal sanction has not played a more expansive role in the IFC context, notwithstanding the wishes of the SFC. Human rights law provisions, which operate on the constitutional level, have had considerable impact on the scope and application of the criminal sanction since 1991. Articles 10 and 11 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights set out a set of minimum fair trial standards, which all criminal proceedings must guarantee. The more important fair trial rights include the presumption of innocence, the right to examine witnesses, and the right to silence (also known as the right against compelled self-incrimination). While these guarantees are important for protecting criminal defendants, they also make prosecutions more restrictive and challenging.
Human rights law also penetrates punitive legal processes disguised as a civil process. 14 serve the multiple purposes of enforcement. In a 2010 speech, the SFC's Director of Enforcement stated that the "traditional enforcement approach […] to identify and prosecute the wrongdoer" was not sufficient and the SFC was "deeply engaged in not only sending deterrent messages […] but also in remedying the consequences of securities market fraud and misconduct". 85 He explained that the SFC's approach was "to employ the full spectrum of remedies, both criminal and civil, not only to send deterrent messages but also to bring the law to bear on resolving the consequences of misconduct".
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The MMT is an administrative tribunal that adjudicates upon misconduct proceedings instituted by the SFC. The tribunal, presided over by a judge and two other members, has wide powers to receive and consider evidence. Individuals are to be given a reasonable opportunity of being heard but the standard of proof of balance of probabilities is applicable.
The Secretary for Justice must consent to all proceedings before they can be instituted before the MMT. The MMT can make a wide range of orders to promote the aims of deterrence, public protection and compensation. By order of the MMT, persons can be prohibited from being a director, liquidator, receiver or manager of a listed corporation, from acquiring or otherwise dealing in any securities, futures or leveraged foreign exchange contract for up to five years and from repeating conduct constituting market misconduct. Persons can also be ordered to pay the Government any profit gained or loss avoided, to pay costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Government, SFC or Financial Reporting Council (as and where applicable), and to be recommended for disciplinary action by any applicable body. Failure to comply with prohibitive orders is an offence punishable up to HK$1 million and 2 years imprisonment. Courts have rejected constitutional challenges to the MMT, reaffirming its non-criminal character. Its powers have been described as "protective rather than punitive in character". 87 It has been said that the MMT decides neither criminal nor civil liability.
Justice Andrew Cheung described its unique character in these terms:
It does not oust the jurisdiction of the criminal courts in Hong Kong, nor does it usurp their function. It is established to perform a regulatory and protective role in Hong Kong's financial markets. It is there to ensure that those engaged in market 85 Steward (2010) The greatest antidote to fraud is uprooting it once discovered and remedying the consequences. Of course I am not ignoring the wrongdoer. But I am arguing that concentrating on the wrongdoing alone is not enough to maintain confidence, orderliness and fairness in our markets if it means the wrongdoing and the harm and damage it has caused remains unchecked and unremedied. […] This analysis means the prescription must include broad civil and criminal remedies to chase down assets and proceeds wherever they may be; to apply for remedial sanctions for the benefit of victims; to ensure those who assist in fraud and misconduct, including those who help to hide it from detection, are made to pay for the costs of rectification and finally the prosecution of perpetrators. 17 SFC expressed concerns with too few market misconduct cases being prosecuted in the higher courts and the slow response from the DOJ on referred cases, which the SFC attributed to insufficient resources designated to SFC cases. 95 The then DPP maintained that decisions not to prosecute in the higher courts were properly made and that his concerns with the SFC handling both investigative and prosecutorial roles were such as to call for the withdrawal of the prosecutorial role from the SFC. 96 Based on enforcement statistics for the first half of 2014, there does not appear to be any relative increase in the number persons prosecuted for market misconduct, and taking into account the statistics in the second half, the trend is downwards.
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A final reason for the limited role of criminal prosecutions is the tendency of the CFA to interpret criminal offences strictly thereby keeping the net of criminal liability constrained.
In practice this means cases must be evidentially strong before they will be brought to court, and sufficiently serious if they are to be brought before a higher court. Two recent cases on the money laundering offence from the CFA illustrate this tendency. In the first case, the CFA held that the meaning of "proceeds of an indictable offence" did not include legitimate money used in the commission of an indictable offence. 98 In the second case, the CFA held that the mens rea element of "having reasonable grounds to believe" had to be applied from the standpoint of the defendant taking into account his beliefs, perceptions and evaluations and could only be satisfied if anyone looking at the circumstances from the defendant's standpoint "would so believe" the property was proceeds of an indictable offence. 99 Both decisions took a narrower approach to the offence than that taken in lower courts since at least 1999.
Another illustration of the Court's strict approach to the criminal law was its application of the offence of false trading to a case of "matched trades" of derivative warrants. 100 The two appellants were day traders who generated profits "simply by buying and selling warrants to one another". 101 Profit resulted because "the total amount of rebates [offered by
the issuer] paid to the appellants was greater than the transaction costs they incurred". 102 The offence required proof of conduct done with the intention or recklessness of creating a false or misleading appearance of active trading in warrants. 103 However, there was a defense if the defendants could prove on balance of probabilities that they did not have the purpose of creating a false or misleading appearance of active trading. 104 Though the Court rejected the reverse onus challenge to this defense, it found that the defendants did satisfy the persuasive burden required for the defense. 105 The Court disagreed with the trial court's factual findings on the issue of "purpose", describing them as "unconvincing".
B. Secondary Role: Promoting Disclosure and Transparency
The criminal sanction is also called upon to play a secondary role of supplying the teeth behind investigative powers or disclosure obligations that further transparency aims and promote the integrity of the financial system.
In the securities and anti-corruption contexts, the enforcement agencies are given exceptional investigative powers to gather evidence and compel individuals to provide information. These compulsory powers are backed up with criminal sanctions. The legislative wisdom to include immunity provisions that prohibit the use in criminal proceedings of information gathered from these compulsory powers has saved them from constitutional challenge. Courts have been supportive of these powers and have not imposed restrictions on the derivative use of compelled information or on use of the compelled information for nonhearsay impeachment purposes. 107 The two money laundering offences, mentioned earlier, also work together to promote disclosures of suspicious transactions so as to provide more intelligence to the police for further investigation.
In the companies and securities contexts, there are many provisions aimed at promoting disclosure of accurate information to the regulators and/or the public. Disclosing or releasing false or misleading information is punished by the criminal law sanction. These offences are essential to preserving the integrity and transparency of the financial system. 
